Spool Souffle Quilt Pattern

Block Assembly:
Use ¼" seams and press as arrows indicate throughout.

Draw a diagonal line on the wrong side of the Fabric E squares.

With right sides facing, layer a Fabric E square on one end of a Fabric B rectangle.
Stitch on the drawn line and trim ¼" away from the seam.

Repeat on the opposite end.
Spool Ends Unit should measure 1 ¾" x 8".
Make seventy-two.

Assemble two Fabric D rectangles and one Fabric A rectangle.
Center Spool Unit should measure 7 ½" x 8".
Make thirty-six.

Assemble two matching Spool Ends Units and one different Center Spool Unit.
Spool Block should measure 8" x 10".
Make thirty-six.

Fabric Requirements
One Hazel & Plum Layer Cake or thirty-six 10" squares
2 ⅞ yards background fabric (9900-60)
1 yard outer border fabric (9900-133)
¾ yard binding (9900-294)
4 ½ yards backing (20297-17)

Cutting

Cut each 10" square into:
1 - 5 ½" x 7 ½" rectangle - 36 total (Fabric A)
2 - 1 ¾" x 8" rectangles - 72 total (Fabric B)
1 - 2" square - 25 total (Fabric C) only cut 25 from the dark & medium prints

Cut background fabric into:
72 - 1 ¾" x 7 ½" rectangles (Fabric D)
144 - 1 ¾" squares (Fabric E)
30 - 2" x 10" rectangles (Fabric F)
30 - 2" x 8" rectangles (Fabric G)
7 - 2" x width of fabric strips (Fabric H)

Cut outer border fabric into:
8 - 3 ½" x width of fabric strips (Fabric I)

Cut binding fabric into:
8 - 2 ½" x width of fabric strips (Fabric J)

Check out our YouTube tutorial!
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Quilt Center & Inner Borders:
Assemble the Quilt Center.
Press toward the background.
Quilt Center should measure 53” x 65”.
Piece the Fabric H strips end to end.
Subcut into:
- 2 - 2” x 65” strips (Side Inner Borders - H1)
- 2 - 2” x 56” strips (Top & Bottom Inner Borders - H2)
Attach the Side Inner Borders.
Attach the Top & Bottom Inner Borders.

Quilt Center & Inner Borders:
Assemble the Quilt Center.
Press toward the background.
Quilt Center should measure 53” x 65”.
Piece the Fabric H strips end to end.
Subcut into:
- 2 - 2” x 65” strips (Side Inner Borders - H1)
- 2 - 2” x 56” strips (Top & Bottom Inner Borders - H2)
Attach the Side Inner Borders.
Attach the Top & Bottom Inner Borders.

Outer Borders:
Piece the Fabric I strips end to end.
Subcut into:
- 2 - 3 ½” x 68” strips (Side Outer Borders - I1)
- 2 - 3 ½” x 62” strips (Top & Bottom Outer Borders - I2)
Attach the Side Outer Borders.
Attach the Top & Bottom Outer Borders.

Finishing:
Piece the Fabric J strips end to end for binding.
Quilt and bind as desired.